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Hello, Karin  how AWKWARD!
We had some broken links in the earlier version of this newsletter.
All fixed! Enjoy.
In this issue ....
Home Depot's Hardest Worker
Pomeroy Pool  Fountain of Youth?
Toys & Tigers & Bears, Oh my!
"Pushing Dead" Filmed at PRRC Premieres
MUNI Route Changes for Better
Intern Insight: JD MIller
Staff of the Month
We're Hiring!
Sew, a needle pulling thread?

HE WORKS HARD FOR THE MONEY  FOR 24+ YEARS!
Eric Blahut has been working at Home Depot for twentyfour
years. Eric's typical day consists of duplicating keys and assisting
customers in the tool section.
Eric has received high marks from customer satisfaction surveys
and managers often praise him for his superb customer service.
Says Eric, "A customer needed to duplicate ten keys and he was
very pleased with how fast I worked!"
When asked about how he rewards himself for his good work, Eric
said that he recently splurged by purchasing an iPad. He is not a
crazy spender, though: "I usually like to wait for sales and specials
when I'm making a big purchase."
We are proud to recognize Eric for his quality work and his loyalty to
Home Depot. Eric appreciates PRRC, too; "I want to thank PRRC for
job coaching me and always advocating for my needs at my job!"

thank home
depot for
recognizing
eric's
excellence

...AND SHE IS YOUNG AGAIN
Andree + Pomeroy Pool = LIFE
Andree Owens is a beautiful 88yearold woman. She has been
attending PRRC for 44 years – half her life! – and the Pomeroy
Center means the world to her. She is a delightful, friendly person
who loves the staff and other participants, and everyone loves her,
too.

At this stage in her life, it is getting harder for Andree to move around easily. She has slowed
down, and when walking from one place to another, she relies on the friendly arm of a staff
member to support her. Her age hasn’t kept her from participating fully in everything our One
Center Program has to offer, though; Andree enjoys art, cooking, bingo and drama.

But her favorite activity is swimming ...
READ MORE >>

TOYS & TIGERS & BEARS, OH MY!
SF ZOO ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
ENGAGES PRRC ADULT CLIENTS

your donation
keeps the pool
and other
programs
available for
andree &
others

The
internet is
chockfull
of cute
cats
playing
with boxes
 and since
tigers are
just BIG
kitties,
they'd
ABOVE Brian's Bear Box
CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE BEAR & TIGER TOY VIDEOS!

PROBABLY need a BIGGER box right? Pomeroy One Center participants recently got to test
this theory in action as part of the American Association of Zoo Keepers / San Francisco's
Enrichment Program.
A month prior to the "toy" presentation day, several PRRC clients went to the Zoo and
decorated large cardboard boxes and smaller "piñata"type hollow toys to be given to several
different zoo animals including tigers, California grizzlies, and lemurs. Then, when we visited,
the toys, including some filled with alluring treats, were placed in the animal's enclosures by
the zoo keepers while our participants and staff [and one lucky reporter] excitedly watched the
animal enjoy themselves. Not only does the program provide a chance for the folks to feel a
connection to the zoo animals, they also learn how their toys stimulate the natural activites of
the animals. Tigers [and even "lazy" housecats] like to hunt and forage for their food, so this
toy play enriches their experience as well. One Center participant Brian Lee was thrilled to see
the bears enjoy the box he made. "They put carrots and celery inside the box," he said,
"because that is what's good for bears."

#57 & #18 Route Changes for the Better:

WE SPOKE UP  AND MUNI LISTENED!
Accessible public transit is essential to a good number of Pomeroy
clients and staff. So when San Francisco Municipal Transit
Authority announced last fall route changes that would alter
previous access to the PRRC Herbst Road busstop, we had to take
action.
For some time, the #18/46th Ave route has reliably serviced PRRC.
Through a variety of relatively convenient connections, one could
get to the Center. The November 2015 changes took the 18 completely away from our stop  or
even the next one down the block, and changed it to a stop way out on Sloat Boulevard. For
people with mobility challenges, this was not only inconvenient, but also potentially dangerous.
READ MORE >>

Pomeroy Center [and one staff member] Gets Their Close-up ...

"PUSHING DEAD" FILM PREMIERE!
SATURDAY JUNE 18 • CASTRO THEATRE • SAN FRANCISCO
TUESDAY JUNE 21 • RIALTO CINEMAS • ELMWOOD
In September of 2015, Pomeroy Center's Herbst Building lobby got a temporary Hollywood
makeover into a hospital waiting room. Tom E. Brown chose our facility as one of the
shooting locations for his fulllength production, "PUSHING DEAD." a dark comedy
starring Danny Glover. The movie made quite an impression during inaugural showings at
Utah's Sundance Festival this winter  and now it's
come home to San Francisco's own Frameline40:
The King of Queer Film Festivals, the San Francisco
International LGBTQ Film Festival. Brown thoroughly
enjoyed his time at the Center, and even included
Pomeroy Facilities Manager Roy Sauceda in one of
the shots. See the movie and see if you can spot
him!

TICKETS & TRAILER >>

INTERN INSIGHT: JD MILLER

Recent Pomeroy Intern JD Miller offers us a glimpse into
the motivation behind choosing PRRC  and the takeaways:
"I chose Pomeroy without hesitation, and it was the best
decision I could have ever made. On my first day the staff and
the clients were so welcoming and just an absolute joy to work
alongside and I felt like I had found my place. "
READ MORE >>

STAFF OF THE MONTH
Really terrific people come to Pomeroy Center every day to assist participants. We honor two
staff members a month at the Center, and want to share their impact with you! Be sure to thank
them when you see them  we all live for "psychic income"!
Class Leader of the Month
LARISA
Classes Leading: Walking B, Needlepoint, Swimming, CoLead Arts
and Crafts
Larisa is an excellent leader in all aspects of her work. She is
proactive and will find things to do if she is finished with her first task.
When it comes to leading classes, Larisa is a great example because
of her work ethic. She does not shy away from challenge and will take on more work if needed
 she is always willing to step in and lead a class if another staff is out. An integral part in
starting one of our new groups on Tuesdays and Thursdays, Larisa regularly goes above and
beyond what is asked of her. Larisa is a great leader in Walking Groups, her paperwork is
always prepared beforehand and she is accountable for all clients. She is conscientious and
truly cares for all participants regardless of team. She is punctual and arrives to classes on
time. During her needlepoint class, she does an excellent job of getting all participants
engaged and supports them when they need help. Larisa defines 'leading by example'.
Support Staff of the Month
CUONG
Classes Supporting: Drama, Computer, Bingo, Slow Walkers,
Creative Movement, Circle Time, Movement Awareness
Cuong can always be counted on to respond when a situation arises.
He is very caring and it shows in his interactions with staff and clients.
Willing to do anything he is asked, he does it with a smile on his face.
He is fun to be around and has built many lasting relationships with Center staff and clients
due to his positivity and kind demeanor.

Cuong is willing to support any class that needs him, and is very
flexible, even switching his workdays if there is more help needed.
Cuong spent many years volunteering at the Center before
becoming a staff member. He is very reliable and has excellent
attendance. Cuong is very prepared when he comes to class,
from providing music to helping clients stay engaged. He is the
first one to offer help and the last one to leave transitioning clients
making sure they are all escorted safely.

your support helps
our staff continue
to do their most
important work

CURRENT OPENINGS
PROGRAM LEADER (I/II)
EMPLOYMENT SPECIALIST
MANAGER OF HUMAN RESOURCES

PRRC WISHLIST!

SEW, A NEEDLE PULLING THREAD
Recent model, in good working condition for new One Center sewing classes! If you have one
gathering dust or would like to purchase one on our behalf, we would love to have it. Imagine
the crafty projects we could do ....

PILLOWS FOR POMEROY!
PRRC's One Center offers a sensory/massage therapy class designed to alleviate core, back,
and neck tension for participants with greater physical needs. Easing up of tensions and
stretching limbs that are usually constricted helps increase blood flow and minimize organ
damage.
WE are asking YOUR help in supplying this class with new,
clean wedge pillows to better support the backs of those with
significant curvature of the spine.
HERE is a good one from Amazon Smile THANK YOU!

Have something to donate? Contact the Development Department at 415.213.8541
You'll find more ways to give when you visit our online wishlist!

Give Our Staff A "Jolt"
we confess, coffee keeps us going ...

A fabulous Keurig coffee maker was donated to our recently
created Staff Lounge ... and now we are kinda hooked. So easy
to just grab a cup and "take 5" between One Center
classes! On behalf of PRRC staff, please consider
donating kcups, hot cups, and lids to keep these fine folks
on their feet.

MAKE A SPLASH AT
POMEROY'S POOL!
Enjoy swim lessons in our
heated aquatherapy pool
CLICK HERE FOR CLASSES,
SCHEDULES
& CONTACT INFO

You Shop, We Win
Shop Amazon Smile
with ease and convenience 
and a portion of the sale will
benefit Pomeroy!

YOUR SPECIAL EVENT,
OUR EVENT CENTER!
The perfect venue for private
and nonprofit group
meetings, community
education, sporting events,
and celebrations of all sizes.
RESERVE OUR PRRC EVENT
CENTER TODAY!
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